Let Λ be a left and right noetherian ring and mod Λ the category of finitely generated left Λ-modules. In this paper we show the following results: (1) For a positive integer k, the condition that the subcategory of mod Λ consisting of i-torsionfree modules coincides with the subcategory of mod Λ consisting of i-syzygy modules for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k is left-right symmetric. 
Introduction
Throughout this paper, Λ is a left and right noetherian ring and mod Λ denotes the category of finitely generated left Λ-modules. It is well known that the properties of grade of modules are useful to characterize rings as well as to study the dual properties of modules (see, for example, [2] , [4] , [7] , [10] and [13] [14] [15] ). In this paper, we study the homological properties of modules over noetherian rings, especially over k-Gorenstein rings and related rings, under some grade conditions of modules.
Let M be in mod Λ (resp. mod Λ op ). For a non-negative integer t, we say that the grade of M is equal to t, denoted by grade M = t, if Ext i Λ (M, Λ) = 0 for any 0 ≤ i < t and Ext t Λ (M, Λ) = 0. We say the strong grade of M is equal to t, denoted by s.grade M = t, if grade A = t for each non-zero submodule A of M . Moreover, if Ext i Λ (M, Λ) = 0 for any i ≥ 0, then we write grade M = ∞ (see [2] ).
For a positive integer k, Auslander and Bridger introduced in [2] the notion k-torsionfree modules.
Such a class of modules is natural and interesting in homological algebra. It was showed in [2, Theorem 2.17] that a k-torsionfree module is k-syzygy; but the converse is not true in general. It was showed in [2, Proposition 2.26] that each i-syzygy module is i-torsionfree for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k if and only if grade Ext i+1 Λ (M, Λ) ≥ i for any M ∈ mod Λ and 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. We show in Section 2 that this result * 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 16E10, 16E30. † Keywords: (strong) grade of modules, k-Gorenstein rings, k-torsionfree modules, k-syzygy modules, flat dimension, pure modules, socle.
‡ E-mail address: huangzy@nju.edu.cn is left-right symmetric. Under these equivalent conditions we show that l.fin.dim Λ ≤ k if and only if Λ satisfies the condition that N = 0 for every N ∈ Λ op satisfying grade N ≥ k + 1. As a corollary, we get that if the left flat dimension of the ith term in a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a left Λ-module is at most i for all i, then the left self-injective dimension of Λ and its small left finitistic dimension are identical, and the difference between the right self-injective dimension of Λ and its small right finitistic dimension is at most one.
Non-commutative Gorenstein rings are already defined. These are rings for which the (left/right) self-injective dimension of the ring is finite. In addition, recall that Λ is called k-Gorenstein if the right flat dimension of the ith term in a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a right Λ-module is at most i − 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k; and Λ is called an Auslander ring if it is k-Gorenstein for all k (see [10] and [11] ). Auslander gave some useful equivalent conditions of k-Gorenstein rings in term of the right flat dimension and grade of modules as follows, which shows that the notion of k-Gorenstein rings is left-right symmetric.
Auslander's Theorem ( [10, Theorem 3.7 ]) The following statements are equivalent for Λ.
(1) Λ is a k-Gorenstein ring.
(2) The left flat dimension of the ith term in a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a left Λ-module
In Section 3 we study the purity of modules over k-Gorenstein rings. Let k be a non-negative integer and Λ a (k + 1)-Gorenstein ring. For a module M ∈ mod Λ op with grade N = k < ∞, we show that N is pure of grade k if and only if N can be embedded into a finite direct sum of copies of the (k + 1)st term in a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a right Λ-module.
Assume that both the left and right self-injective dimensions of Λ are k. If grade Ext
Section 4 that the socle of the last term in a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a right Λ-module is non-zero. As an immediate result, we have that if Λ is (k − 1)-Gorenstein with both the left and right self-injective dimensions k, then the socle of the last term in a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a right Λ-module is also non-zero. Some known results are obtained as corollaries.
In the following, we assume that
is a minimal injective resolution of Λ as a right Λ-module, and that 
k-torsionfree modules and k-syzygy modules
Let M be in mod Λ (resp. mod Λ op ), and let
x ∈ M and f ∈ M * be the canonical evaluation homomorphism, where ( ) 
with all Q i finitely generated projective. On the other hand, assume that
is a resolution of M with P 0 and P 1 finitely generated projective. Then we get an exact sequence
where [2] ). Because X is unique up to projective summands, the notion of k-torsionfree modules is well defined.
By [12, Lemma 1.5], we have the exact sequence
So M is 1-torsionfree if and only if it is torsionless if and only if it is 1-syzygy; and that M is 2-torsionfree if and only if it is reflexive. We use T k (mod Λ) (resp. Ω k (mod Λ)) to denote the full subcategory of mod Λ consisting of k-torsionfree modules (resp. k-syzygy modules). It is known from
. So, it is natural to ask when they are identical.
Auslander and Bridger in [2] gave the following result. (
In this section we show this result is left-right symmetric. To get our result we need two lemmas. (
(4) N * is reflexive for any N ∈ mod Λ op .
Lemma 2.3 ([12, Lemma 6.2]) Let n be a non-negative integer and X ∈ mod Λ (resp. mod Λ op ).
If grade X ≥ n and grade Ext
Theorem 2.4 For a positive integer k, the following statements are equivalent.
(
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 and its dual statement, we get the equivalence of (1) and (2) and that of (3) and (4) . In the following we prove (3) implies (1) by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial.
The case k = 2 follows from Lemma 2.2. Now suppose k ≥ 3.
Let M ∈ mod Λ and
By the induction assumption, we have grade Ext
On the other hand, by [14, Lemma 2] we have the exact sequence
Corollary 2.5 The following statements are equivalent.
Remark.
(1) We remark that if r.fd
(2) Consider the following grade conditions. 
However, by the above argument, none of the implications cannot be reversed. 
Proof. By assumption we have grade Ext
The converse is proved dually. The latter assertion follows easily from the former one.
Recall that the small left finitistic dimension of Λ, written l.fin.dim Λ, is defined to be sup{l.pd Λ M |M is in mod Λ with l.pd Λ M < ∞}. The small right finitistic dimension of Λ is defined dually, and is denoted by r.fin.dim Λ. As an application of Theorem 2.4, we will prove the following Theorem 2.7 Let k be a non-negative integer. If one of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.4 is satisfied for Λ, then the following statements are equivalent.
To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas.
Let n be a positive integer and 
In particular, when n = 1, we obtain the exact sequence
where X = Coker d * 
, K is projective. It then follows from Lemma 2.8 that we have an exact sequence:
The sufficiency. It suffices to show that if there is an exact sequence:
in mod Λ with P 0 and P 1 projective and M torsionless, then M is projective. Put N = Coker(P * 0 → P * 1 ). Then N * = 0 since P 0 and P 1 are reflexive. By Lemma 2.8 we have that Ext Thus M is reflexive and therefore it is projective.
The next lemma finishes the proof of Theorem 2.7 in one direction.
Proof. The cases k = 0 and k = 1 were proved in Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 respectively. Now suppose
Let N be in mod Λ op with grade N ≥ k + 1 and
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.8 we have that
We now recall some notions from [17] .
For a positive integer k, a torsionless module T k in mod Λ (resp. mod Λ op ) is said to be of D-class k if it can be fitted into a diagram of the form
where each P i is projective in mod Λ (resp. mod Λ op ) and the horizontal monomorphisms are double dual embeddings. Any torsionless module is said to be of D-class 1. (1) l.fin.dim Λ ≤ k. 
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, where all P i are projective in mod Λ and all T i are of D-class i in mod Λ op .
Then we have an exact sequence
It is trivial that T * 1 is 2-syzygy. So T * k−1 is k-syzygy and hence it is k-torsionfree by Theorem 2.4. The exact sequence (k − 1) induces an exact sequence
where
On the other hand, notice that T * k and P k−1 are reflexive, it then follows that N * = 0 and so grade N ≥ k + 1. Thus, by assumption, we have that N = 0 and the exact sequence ( †) splits.
By [1, Proposition 20.14], we have (σ
. We in addition note that
. So we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows
Then it is trivial that σ T k is an isomorphism and so T k is projective. It follows from Lemma 2.12 that l.fin.dim Λ ≤ k. Now Theorem 2.7 follows from Lemmas 2.11 and 2.13. In particular, if Λ is (k + 1)-Gorenstein, then, by Auslander's Theorem and Theorem 2.7, we get our conclusion similarly. 
Flat dimension and grade of modules
Recall that Λ has dominant dimension at least k, written dom.dim Λ ≥ k, if each I i is flat for any 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. We write dom.dim Λ = ∞ if I i is flat for all i. In addition, we denote The generalized Nakayama conjecture has an equivalent version as follows: grade S < ∞ for any simple module S in mod Λ op over an artin algebra Λ (see [3] ); and the strong Nakayama conjecture says that grade N = ∞ implies N = 0 for any N in mod Λ op (see [9] ). It is clear that the generalized Nakayama conjecture is a special case of the strong Nakayama conjecture. The following result shows that these conjectures are equivalent if the right flat dimension of each I i is finite. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that r.fd Λ I i = n i (< ∞) for any i ≥ 0. It follows from [8,
However, i≥0 I i is an injective cogenerator for the category of right Λ-modules. We then conclude that N = 0.
The famous Nakayama conjecture says that an artin algebra Λ is self-injective if dom.dim Λ = ∞.
From [3] we know that the generalized Nakayama conjecture implies the Nakayama conjecture. By In the rest of this section, we study the properties of pure modules. Let k be a non-negative integer. A non-zero module M in mod Λ (resp. mod Λ op ) is said to be pure of grade k if grade A = k for each non-zero submodule A of M . The notion of pure modules here coincides with that given in [7] when Λ is Auslander-Gorenstein. (1) r.fd Λ k−1
Proof. It was proved in [13, Theorem 2.8] in case m is a non-negative integer. When m = −1, the proof is similar to that of [13, Theorem 2.8], we omit it.
The following lemma is a dual statement of Lemma 3.4. (
We are now in a position to give the main result in this section.
Theorem 3.6 Let k be a non-negative integer and N in mod Λ op with grade N = k < ∞.
and N is pure of grade k, then N can be embedded into a finite direct sum of copies of I k .
(2) If r.fd Λ k−1 i=0 I i ≤ k − 1, r.fd Λ I k ≤ k and N can be embedded into a finite direct sum of copies of I k , then N is pure of grade k.
Proof. The case k = 0 follows from Lemma 3.3. Now suppose k ≥ 1.
(1) Also put K i = Ker(I i → I i+1 ) for any i ≥ 0. Since N is pure of grade k, grade X = k for any submodule X of N . Then it is not difficult to see that Hom Λ (N, I i ) = 0 for any 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and so
k , U = Ker η and V = Im η. We use π : N → V to denote the natural epimorphism. Since grade N = k and grade U ≥ k by assumption, grade V ≥ k. By using an argument similar to the above we then have Ext
is also an epimorphism and hence an isomorphism.
On the other hand, we have an exact sequence: (1) N is pure of grade k.
(2) N can be embedded into a finite direct sum of copies of I k . Proof. We first prove the case k = 0. Let 0 = X be a finitely generated submodule of I. Then I is the injective envelope of X. By [18, Theorem 1.2], X is torsionless. So X can be embedded into a finite direct sum of copies of Λ and hence I can be embedded into a finite direct sum of copies of I 0 , which yields that I is isomorphic to a direct summand of I 0 .
Notice that r.fd Λ I = k, so E does not cogenerate I and hence there is a submodule X of I such that Hom Λ (X, E) = 0. We may assume that X is finitely generated. Let Y be a submodule of X. Clearly, we have Hom Λ (Y, E) = 0. 
The socle of the last term in a minimal injective resolution
For a right Λ-module X, the unique largest semisimple submodule of X is called the socle of X, and denoted by Soc(X) (see [1] ). In this section we show that under some grade conditions of modules the socle of I k is non-zero. In fact we will prove the following. 
